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Reengineering Rate-Limiting, Millisecond Enzyme Motions by Introduction
of an Unnatural Amino Acid
Eric D. Watt,† Ivan Rivalta,† Sean K. Whittier,‡ Victor S. Batista,† and J. Patrick Loria†‡*
†Department of Chemistry and ‡Department of Molecular Biophysics and Biochemistry, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut
ABSTRACT Rate-limiting millisecond motions in wild-type (WT) Ribonuclease A (RNase A) are modulated by histidine 48.
Here, we incorporate an unnatural amino acid, thia-methylimidazole, at this site (H48C-4MI) to investigate the effects of a single
residue on protein motions over multiple timescales and on enzyme catalytic turnover. Molecular dynamics simulations reveal
that H48C-4MI retains some crucial WT-like hydrogen bonding interactions but the extent of protein-wide correlated motions in
the nanosecond regime is decreased relative to WT. NMR Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill relaxation dispersion experiments demon-
strate that millisecond conformational motions in H48C-4MI are present over a similar pH range compared to WT. Furthermore,
incorporation of this nonnatural amino acid allows retention of WT-like catalytic activity over the full pH range. These studies
demonstrate that the complexity of the protein energy landscape during the catalytic cycle can be maintained using unnatural
amino acids, which may prove useful in enzyme design efforts.
INTRODUCTION
Optimal enzyme activity requires that the protein possess
the ability to undergo fluctuations between conformations.
The important role of conformational flexibility in protein
function (1) is underscored by efforts to incorporate
elements of flexibility into the protein design process
(2–5) to enhance or modulate the desired function. The
amplitudes and mechanisms of these motions are often
complex and occur over an enormous timescale range (6).
The bond making/breaking steps in an enzyme-catalyzed
reaction occur on the timescale of tens of femtoseconds
(fs). Yet, the overall rates of catalytic reactions occur in
tens to hundreds of milliseconds (ms), a range of 12 orders
of magnitude. Thus, the overwhelming majority of events
that occur during the course of enzyme-catalyzed reactions
occur before and after the reaction transition state (7–13).
The energy landscape on which enzyme reactions take place
is extremely complex in which slower, barrier-crossing
millisecond motions are often responsible for preparing
the substrate and the enzyme active site for reaction and
for facilitating the release of products once the reaction is
complete, whereas faster thermal motions can contribute
to the thermodynamics of ligand binding (14). The enormity
of the timescales involved makes investigation of enzyme
function a daunting task. Nonetheless, obtaining deeper
insight into enzyme function and the role these motions
play, requires that this issue be addressed. Motional events
that occur with such a large diversity in timescale can be
investigated, in part, through a combination of molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations to obtain atomistic insight
into thermal motions that are faster than a few nanoseconds,
and NMR relaxation dispersion experiments that probe
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ms-ms motions. Here, we combine these two methods along
with the introduction of an unnatural amino acid at a critical
enzyme residue to address the robustness of enzyme func-
tion and motions to perturbations, which are not accessible
by standard site-directed mutagenesis.

These issues are investigated in the enzyme ribonuclease
A (RNase A) in which millisecond motions have been
demonstrated to be of functional importance and where
motions optimize the enzyme conformation at distinct
stages along the enzymatic reaction coordinate (15,16).
RNase A possesses the innate ability to presample the rele-
vant ligand-bound conformations even in the absence of
ligand (15). Studies on RNase A since the mid-1960s have
implicated a histidine residue in the functional motion in
this enzyme on the basis of temperature jump and NMR
pH titration experiments (17,18). More recent NMR relaxa-
tion dispersion experiments have identified and character-
ized the role in which hydrogen bonding associated with
histidine 48 (H48) plays in these important protein motions
(19,20). In RNase A motions that are distant (20 Å) from the
enzyme’s active site are propagated, via H48, between loop
1 (residues 14–24) to b-strands 1 and 4, which contain
active-site residues T45 and D83, respectively. These resi-
dues provide important pyrimidine-specificity interactions
at the active site and ultimately modulate the enzyme’s
rate-limiting step, which is a conformational change associ-
ated with product release. In contrast, the chemistry step in
RNase A is rapid and kcat/KM is limited by substrate associ-
ation with the enzyme and approaches the diffusion limit
(21). Replacement of hydrogen bonding interactions around
H48 with deuterium resulted in a normal kinetic solvent
isotope effect on enzyme motions from 1800 s–1 to 800 s–1

and similar reduction in the measured kcat value (20).
Furthermore, studies have demonstrated the sensitivity of
the region surrounding H48 to mutagenesis, which in all
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cases examined thus far have resulted in complete or severe
disruption of these important ms motions (20,22). This
observation is consistent with work on this and other
enzymes that showed that mutation of single amino acids,
even those far from the active site; detrimentally disrupt
important protein motions (23–25). Nonetheless, in this
previous work the limitations of site-directed mutagenesis
to provide suitable amino acid substitutions that would
allow subtle alterations and probing of the chemical and
physical properties of important residues is a limitation to
more detailed investigation of the mechanism of these ms
motions.

Here, we incorporate 4-methylimidazole (a histidine
analog, (Scheme 1)) into a fully 15N-labeled enzyme and
demonstrate that this method can provide an additional
means to further investigate the role of motions in enzyme
function and can also provide a potential avenue toward
the rational modulation of motions in proteins. The unmod-
ified H48C mutant exhibits no ms motions in the essential
regions in RNase A but the resulting thia-methylimidazole
enzyme (H48C-4MI) restores ms motions in an otherwise
motionally dead region of the H48C enzyme while retaining
wild-type (WT) functional properties.
METHODS

Protein expression and purification

Plasmids for mutants H48G and H48C were produced using QuikChange

(Stratagene) site-directed mutagenesis. All mutants were confirmed by

DNA sequencing. Expression and purification was as described previously

(22) with few modifications. Escherichia coli harboring RNase A expres-

sion plasmid were induced for 4–5 h. Refolding of the RNase A inclusion

bodies was then performed at pH 5. H48C required additional modifications

from previous protocol. All steps from cell lysis to column purification were

strictly performed on ice or at 4�C. The urea solubilization step was short-

ened from overnight at room temperature to 10 min on ice. Precipitation

during refolding necessitated a second round of solubilization and refold-

ing. Soluble fractions from refolding were combined and concentrated

before column purification.
Incorporation of 4-methylimidazole

Modification of cysteine residues with 4-chloromethyl-imidazole (4-CMI)

was as described previously (26). Following purification, H48C was dia-

lyzed into 400 mM borate pH 8.75. 4-CMI (Synthonix, Wake Forest,

NC) was solubilized in the same buffer and added dropwise to H48C while

stirring at room temperature. The reaction was performed at room temper-

ature for two days with a 4-CMI concentration of 60 mM and protein

concentration of 20 mM. 5,50-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) analysis (27)

confirmed the loss of 1 equivalent of protein thiol after reaction. In addition,
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the complete disappearance of amide resonances corresponding to H48C

were observed by 1H-15N NMR HSQC spectra after reaction with 4-CMI.

The resulting H48C-4MI were further purified and concentrated to 300

mM for NMR experiments.
Enzyme kinetics

The kcat/Km values for RNase A were determined as previously described

using a fluorescent substrate (28). Experiments were performed as a func-

tion of pH using a combination of MES and HEPES buffers (100 mM

MES, 100 mM NaCl; 100 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl). Assay volumes

were 2.0 ml and contained 100 nM substrate (5,6-carboxyfluorescein-

dArUdAdA-306-carboxytetramethylrhodamine) (Integrated DNA Tech-

nologies, Coralville, IA), and either 129 pM H48C-4MI or 163 pM WT

RNase A. Reactions were initiated by addition of 2 ml of enzyme and fluo-

rescence emission was monitored at 550 nm with excitation at 490 nm.

Experiments were performed on a Shimadzu RF5301 fluorometer located

in the Yale Richards Center for Biophysics. All experiments were per-

formed at room temperature (295 5 1 K). kcat/Km was calculated using

the initial velocity portion of the reaction progress curve as described previ-

ously (28,29). Duplicates were performed at pH ¼ 6.5 with both buffers to

check for buffer artifacts. pH rate data were fit with Eq. 1:

kcat=KM ¼ ðkcat=KMÞmax

1þ 10�pH

10�pKa
þ 10�pKb

10�pHa

: (1)

NMR dynamics studies

Relaxation-compensated Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (rcCPMG) experi-

ments (30) were performed onWT, mutant, and chemically modified RNase

A to measure millisecond motions. All sample buffers were 5 mM MES,

7 mMNaCl, 0.01% NaN3, and 5% D2O unless otherwise stated. All spectra

were collected with the proton carrier centered on the water resonance and

the nitrogen carrier set to 120 ppm. WT relaxation dispersion data were

collected on a 2H,15N-labeled RNase A sample for pH ¼ 6.4 with all other

experiments performed on protonated enzymes. NMR experiments with

H48G (350 mM) with 53.3 mM imidazole were collected at 500 MHz

with a spectral width in the direct (indirect) dimension of 9000 (2200)

Hz with 1978 (128) points. H48C (100 mM) at pH 7.0 spectra were collected

at 600 MHz with a spectral width in the direct (indirect) dimension of 9000

(2200) Hz with 1152 (128) points. H48C-4MI (300 mM) experiments at

pH 7.0 spectra were collected at 600 MHz with a spectral width in the direct

(indirect) dimension of 9056 (2200) Hz with 1160 (128) points. Fitting of

fast and general equations for CPMG dispersion data were as described

previously (15,31). For C84 and V43, dispersion curves gave similar fit

results and therefore the data were fitted in a global manner, which is pre-

sented in the Results.
NMR lineshape analysis

Dissociation rate constants for 30-CMP with 1H-15N-H48C-4MI and
1H-15N-H48C were determined by analysis of NMR lineshapes over the

course of 30-CMP titrations. Analyzed peaks were sliced in both the 1H
SCHEME 1 Procedure for constructing RNase

A H48C-4MI.
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and 15N dimensions using the program Sparky. One-dimensional slices

were then individually and globally fit to the McConnell equations using

the program LineShapeKin (http://lineshapekin.net/). Comparison of fits

using Akaike’s information criterion indicated that global fitting was

preferred in each case by a factor of at least 700.
Modeling and MD simulations

The computational structural models for WT, H48C, and H48C-4MI

enzymes are based on the crystal structure of the phosphate-free

RNase A refined at 1.26 Å (Protein Data Bank code 7RSA) (32). All water

molecules in the crystal structure were kept in the computational studies.

All MD simulations were based on the AMBER-ff99SB (33) force field,

as implemented in the NAMD2 software package (34). The generalized

Amber force field (35) has been used for the nonstandard residue present

in the thia-methylimidazole enzyme (H48C-4MI). The partial charges for

this nonstandard residue were derived by using the RESP method (36)

based on Hartree-Fock (HF)/6-31G* calculations performed with the

GAUSSIAN 09 package (37).

Production MD runs have been performed after the following preequili-

bration procedure: hydrogen atoms and explicit TIP3P water (38) solvent

molecules (~8890) were added using AmberTools (version 1.4) and subse-

quently optimized, constraining the rest of the atoms at the crystal structure

positions. A short optimization of the side chain of residue 48 has been per-

formed only in the case of H48C and H48C-4MI mutants. The optimized

solvated structures were then slowly heated to 298 K by performing MD

simulations (100 ps) in the canonical NVT ensemble using Langevin

dynamics. Harmonic constrains have been applied to the protein heavy

atoms, with force constants set to 1 kcal/mol/Å2. During this heating proce-

dure different parts of the system were gradually unconstrained until all

atoms were set free. Fully unconstrained MD simulations were run for

4.9 ns, for a total preequilibration simulations of 5 ns.

Upon system preequilibration, 20 ns MD simulations were performed in

the NPT ensemble at 298 K and 1 atm using the Langevin piston. All simu-

lations were performed using periodic boundary conditions. Electrostatics

were treated with the particle mesh Ewald method (39) and van der Waals

interactions were calculated using a switching distance of 10 Å and a cutoff

of 12 Å. A multiple time stepping algorithm (40) was used, where bonded,

short-range nonbonded, and long-range electrostatic interactions were eval-

uated at every one, two, and four time steps, respectively, using a time step

of integration set to 1 fs.

The Ca-Ca covariance matrix is computed according to the Pearson

correlation coefficient:

r
�
xi; xj

� ¼ �
xi$xj

����
x2i
�hx2j i

�1=2

;

where xi is the nuclear coordinates of atom i relative to the ensemble

average value, where h i denotes the ensemble average over the entire

MD simulation. This is an established method typically used for quanti-

fying correlated motion in proteins from MD simulations (41).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Site-specific chemical modifications to introduce unnatural
chemical functionalities that are not available in the standard
genetic code have previously been used to study enzyme
mechanisms and motions. Early applications include prote-
ases in which S195 of chymotrypsin was converted to dehy-
droalanine (42) and the active-site hydroxyl from subtilisin
was replaced with a thiol (43,44). This early work exploited
the special reactivity of these active site groups to achieve the
desired modification. Coupling of chemical modification
with site-directed mutagenesis allowed modulation of the
chemical and physical properties at nearly any desired
position. In the late 1980’s, Smith et al. (45) and Kirsch
and co-workers (46,47) exploited thiol reactivity to selec-
tively incorporate aminoethylcysteine residues into ribulose
bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase and aspartate amino-
transferase, respectively, enabling this modified amino acid
to carry out the normal lysine mediated enzymatic reaction.
Furthermore, unnatural amino acids have been incorporated
to introduce a spectroscopically active probe to interrogate
protein structure and dynamics by Raman, infrared, electron
paramagnetic resonance, and NMR spectroscopies (48–54).
These spectroscopic studies have shed light on the functional
role of protein dynamics but are limited in scope, due to the
single probe being located at an isolated site in the protein
structure. Characterization of the effects of an unnatural
amino acid substitution on the dynamics of the entire enzyme
would enable detailed insight into the energy landscape on
which these motions occur.

In RNase A, histidine 48 was mutated to cysteine by stan-
dard site-directed mutagenesis protocols. Subsequently, we
expressed and purified 15N-labeled H48C RNase A and
reacted the resulting free thiol, introduced at position 48,
with 4-chloromethylimidazole (4-CMI) (26) (Scheme 1).
For WT RNase A, there are no free thiols in the enzyme,
thus mutation of H48 to cysteine and subsequent chemical
derivatization with 4-CMI results in incorporation of a
single, 4-methyl imidazole (4-MI) group, which was veri-
fied by 5,50-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) analysis (27).
This single-site introduction of an unnatural amino acid
results in replacement of histidine with an analog containing
sulfur and an additional methylene group and is therefore
two chemical bonds longer than histidine (Scheme 1 and
Fig. 1 a). The larger side chain of 4-MI results in an increase
in volume of this residue to 133.2 Å3 from that of a histidine
side chain, which is 98.2 Å3. In addition, it is expected that
the thioether linkage will alter the pKa of the methylimida-
zole side chain to some extent. Fig. 1 shows a comparison of
1H-15N NMR spectra for uniformly 15N-labeled WT, H48C,
and H48C-4MI enzymes. The mean composite 1H and 15N
chemical shift difference from WT is 0.11 5 0.07 ppm
for H48C-4MI, suggesting that chemical modification of
C48 results in little perturbation of the RNase A structure.
These chemical shift changes are localized to the site of
mutation (Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material). The largest
differences (þ1.5s) from WT for H48C-4MI are located
at the end of loop 1 (Y25), b1 (K41 and T45), a3 (L51,
D53, V54, and Q55), b4 (D83, C84, and E86), and b5
(T100). Small chemical shift changes from WT values
were also observed in studies on the H48C and H48A
RNases A (20). In addition, the H48C-4MI resonance peaks
are mostly positioned between H48C and WT suggesting
that the modification of C48 by 4-MI results in an enzyme
structure that more closely resembles the WT than the
cysteine mutant from which it is derived. This similarity
Biophysical Journal 101(2) 411–420
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FIGURE 1 Comparison of WT, H48C, and H48C-4MI. (a) Average

backbone structure WT and H48C-4MI over a 20 ns MD simulation and

expansion showing H-bond interactions with loop 1 and b-strand 4 that

are common to H48 and H48C-4MI. Secondary structures and relevant resi-

dues are labeled. Part (b) shows an overlay of 1H,15N HSQC spectra for WT,

H48C, and H48C-4MI. Peaks are labeled to indicate the RNase A variant.

The expanded region shows a close up view of F120 and H12 showing

the proximity of the H48C-4MI peak to WT, relative to the H48C residues.

Contour levels were adjusted to account for different [RNase A].
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with WT extends to sites of protein conformational motions
as described below.
Millisecond motions in H48C-4MI

Conformational exchange motions can be quantitatively
characterized by Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) NMR
relaxation dispersion experiments. In these experiments, the
transverse relaxation rate constant (R2) ismeasured as a func-
tion of the CPMG pulse spacing (tcp) in a spin-echo experi-
ment. In many cases, conformational motion manifests as
dispersion in the measured R2 value as a function of tcp in
Biophysical Journal 101(2) 411–420
which the kinetic (kex), thermodynamic (populations,
(pa/b)), and structural (chemical shift differences (Du) for
the atomic sites involved in these equilibrium motions)
details of the motion can be determined (55). In the fast limit
in which kex > Du, kex and the exchange contribution to the
NMR resonance (Rex ¼ papbDu

2/kex) can be determined. In
other cases, conformational motion is evident in the form
of elevated R2 values compared to rigid sites within the
protein but shows no variation with tcp, usually indicating
that motion is faster than the interval between the CPMG
180� pulses. To investigate motions in RNase A, we per-
formed these experiments on 15N,2H-WT, 15N,1H-H48C,
and 15N,1H-H48C-4MI at different solution pH values.
Exchange broadening of several of the residues in loop 1 in
the H48C-4MI enzyme (pH 6.4) precludes quantitation of
motional parameters and suggests that motions are on the
intermediate exchange timescale in H48C-4MI, unlike
what is observed in H48C or H48A (Fig. S2 and Fig. S3),
in which these sites are rigid. In loop 1, T17 (Fig. S3) shows
elevated R2 values but no dispersion in H48C-4MI indicating
that this residue retains its flexibility but its motion has likely
moved to a somewhat faster timescale. A similar effect is
observed for T45 in b1 and C84 in b4 (Fig. S2 and Fig. S3,
Table S1). Conversion of H48C to H48C-4MI restores ms
motions at pH ¼ 6.4 as shown by Rex contributions to R2

for V43 that are >0 (3.2 51.8 s–1). In addition, in b1, three
residues (F46, V47, and MI48) are unassigned in H48C-
4MI at pH 6.4 and 7.0, due to being exchange broadened.
Nonetheless, the H48C-4MI enzyme shows conformational
exchange at similar sites to WT enzyme, which is not the
case for theH48C enzyme (Fig. S3, Fig. S4, Fig. S5 andTable
S1). Overall, relaxation rates could be quantitated for 109,
106, 78, and 98 residues, respectively, for WT (pH ¼ 6.4
and 70) and H48C-4MI (6.4 and 7.0).

One aspect of the involvement of H48 in WT RNase A
motions is that above and below the pK range for histidine,
no evidence for motions is present in the region surrounding
H48 such as in loop1, b1, and b4. The flat dispersion curves
that are characteristic of a lack of ms motions, at these pH
values, are shown in Fig. S6. In contrast, at pH ¼ 6.4 and
7.0 the functionally important motions in WT are evident
(Figs. 2 and S6). For WT residues S22, V43, and C84 the
CPMG dispersion curves at pH ¼ 6.4 and 7.0 show the
upward curvature that is characteristic of ms motions
(Fig. 2 and Fig. S6). These results indicate that the rate-
limiting motions in WT RNase A occur within a small pH
window. Motions for residues that are not part of the
loop1, b1, and b4 regions, such as N71, are not affected
significantly by the changes in solution pH (Fig. 2, and
Fig. S3 and Fig. S6) (20). These pH insensitive regions
are also not affected by mutagenesis to H48, surrounding
sites, or loop 1 indicating that they are distinct from the
rate-limiting motions in loop1, b1, and b4 (22,56).

Mutation to H48C, like previous mutations in this region,
results in the elimination of ms motions in loop1, b1, and b4



FIGURE 2 Millisecond motions in H48C-4MI. Dispersion curves for

V43, C84, and N71 are displayed. On the left are dispersion curves for
1H,15N-H48A pH¼ 6.4 and 1H,15N-H48C, pH¼ 7.0. The right panel shows

CPMG dispersion curves 2H,15N-WT, pH ¼ 6.4 and 1H,15N-pH ¼ 7.0

and 1H,15N-H48C-4MI pH ¼ 7.0. Labels identifying the appropriate

enzyme are placed closest to the relevant dispersion curve. The data are

fit with the fast-limit CPMG dispersion equation. The ribbon structure of

RNase A shows the location of these residues as single spheres. The side

chain of thia-imidazole is shown as a sphere representation.
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(Fig. 2). For many residues in H48C-4MI at pH ¼ 6.4,
evidence for ms motions at sites similar to WT comes
from elevated R2 values and observation of exchange broad-
ened residues (Fig. S2, Fig. S3, Fig. S4, Fig. S5, Table S1).
For WT RNase A, NMR data have established that the func-
tionally important global conformational motions in WT
RNase A cluster in loop 1, b1, and b4 and move with an
exchange rate constant, kex ¼ 1800 s–1 at 298 K and pH ¼
6.4 and 7.0 (15,16,19,20,56). Likewise, at pH 7.0 for
H48C-4MI upward sloping dispersion curves are observed
for V43 and C84 on b1 and b4, respectively (Fig. 2), which
are indicative of conformational exchange motion. Global
fits of the fast-limit form of the CPMG dispersion equation
to these two residues give a kex ¼ 1650 5 450 s–1, which is
nearly identical to WT values (Fig. 2). Motions in loop 4 as
evidenced by residue N71, indicate that it retains WT-like
motions and is not affected by the thia-imidiazole substitu-
tion at residue 48 (Figs. 2 and S3) (16,20,22). Other residues
in b1 and b4 remain sufficiently exchanged broadened at
pH ¼ 7.0 such that quantitation of these motions are not
possible for these residues (Fig. S4). These data indicate
that placing a larger imidazole group at position 48 is
compatible within the WT enzyme structure and can restore
ms motions that are similar to WT RNase A.
MD simulations of H48C-4MI

Molecular motions on timescales of several ns provide
atomistic information on the ensemble of populated con-
formers that are accessible to the macromolecule. To inves-
tigate the effects of an unnatural amino acid substitution on
ns timescale motions, we have modeled the effects of the
4-MI incorporation in a 20 ns MD simulation of H48C,
H48C-4MI, and WTat 298 K, with emphasis on the analysis
of H-bonding interactions with loop 1 and b4 that are
common to H48 and H48C-4MI. Fig. 1 a shows a compar-
ison of representative snapshot configurations for WT and
H48C-4MI. The region around loop 1 (backbone root
mean-square deviation 1.87 Å) is highlighted, including
hydrogen bonds with side chains in loop 1 (D14 and T17)
and b4 (T82). When comparing the relative stability of
these fundamental interactions, we find that H48 in WT
RNase A maintains an H-bond with the side chain of T82
as well as H-bonding interactions with loop 1 over the entire
simulation time. Due to thermal fluctuations, however, the
H-bond that is made with loop 1 is formed alternately
with D14 for 75% of the time and with T17 for the rest of
the simulation. Analogously, the longer and more flexible
side chain of H48C4-MI stabilizes H-bonding interactions
with T82 and D14 for 60% and 30% of the simulation
time, respectively. The unprotonated nitrogen of the imid-
azole ring of H48C-4MI is alternately forming H-bonds
with the polar side chains of T82 or Q101, or with the
N-H group of the A20 backbone. In addition, the imidazole
NH group of H48C-4MI forms H-bonds with the side chains
of T82 or Y25, or with D14. Overall, the main H-bond
interactions of H48 with T82 and D14 in WTare maintained
in the H48C-MI enzyme, indicating that the most relevant
interactions with loop 1 and b-strand 4 are present with the
4-MI single-site chemical modification of H48C (Fig. S7,
Fig. S8, Fig. S9). However, the 4-MI group is more promis-
cuous over the 20 ns simulation, forming transient hydrogen
bonding interactions with a number of other residues. These
additional interactions made by the methylimidazole side
chain are likely due to the additional rotational degrees of
freedom relative to that of histidine.

We additionally analyzed the Ca-Ca covariance matrix
over the entire 20 ns simulation for each enzyme. Shown in
Fig. 3 are the results of this analysis for WT, H48C-4MI,
Biophysical Journal 101(2) 411–420



FIGURE 3 Covariance analysis of ns motions in RNase A. In a, motional correlations are shown for WT, H48C-4MI, and H48C from a 20 ns MD simu-

lation. Panels b–d show results for WT mapped onto a cartoon ribbon of RNase A. Positive correlations (b) between residues 1–22 and b1, b4, and b5 are

shown. Panel c shows anticorrelations between residues 1–22 and b2, a3, and b5. Panel d shows positive correlations between H48 (stick rendering) and

loop 1, b1, and b4.
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andH48C. Qualitatively, it is clear that the extent ofmotional
correlation in H48C-4MI more closely resembles that ofWT
than does H48C. In addition to correlations between loop 1
and the rest of the enzyme, correlations are decreased in
the a3 and b3 regions and loop residues 85–95 (circled areas
in Fig. 3). The correlations in secondary structure in WT
are shown in Fig. 3 b–d. In Fig. 3 b positive correlations
with a1/loop 1 with b1, 4, and 5 are indicated. In Fig. 3 d,
correlations between H48 and parts of b4 and loop 1 are
shown. Whereas, in Fig. 3 c, anti-correlated regions between
a1/loop1 and b2, a3, and the N-terminal portion of b4 are
indicated in shades of blue. Modification of C48 with
methylimidazole does not fully restore WT-like ns motions
or the high degree of correlated motions throughout the
protein, yet the H48C-4MI is moreWT-like in its fast motion
behavior than is the H48C protein.
4-MI restores ligand-binding interactions

Having addressed the motional properties of H48C-4MI, we
next investigated the impact of this unnatural amino acid on
RNase A function. Upon interaction with the product analog
(30-CMP), the NMR resonance signals in WT RNase A
show linear progression until saturation is reached, which
is characteristic of a two-state bimolecular binding reaction.
The resulting apparent Kd for 3

0-CMP for WT is 500 mM at
pH 7.0 (57,58). Fig. 4 shows the chemical shift change for
D121, Q11, H12, and E86 as a function of [30-CMP] for
H48C-4MI and H48C at pH ¼ 7.0. The apparent 30-CMP
Biophysical Journal 101(2) 411–420
dissociation constants for these four residues, individually,
are within 3% of each other and therefore all four were fit
to obtain a single, apparent Kd ¼ 300 5 9 mM for H48C-
4MI at pH ¼ 7.0 (Fig. 4 a). In H48C, the affinity for
30-CMP is weaker (Kd ¼ 610 5 32 mM, Fig. 4 b) than in
H48C-4MI enzyme. The introduction of 4-methylimidazole
results in slightly tighter binding for H48C-4MI compared
to WT RNase A.

The kinetics of interaction between WT RNase A and the
reaction product determine the overall rate of catalytic turn-
over in this enzyme (21). Furthermore, the ms motions in
RNaseA have been demonstrated to be coupled to the release
of product. The rate constant of 30-CMP dissociation from
RNase A can be determined by NMR lineshape analysis. In
1H-15N-WT RNase A under conditions in which ms motions
are present, koff for 3

0-CMP determined by lineshape analysis
is 17005 500 s–1 (16,22,56). In Fig. 5, the data used to deter-
mine koff for 1H-15N-H48C-4MI and 1H-15N-H48C are
shown. For H48C-4MI, koff for 3

0-CMP is 1920 5 750 s–1

and is similar to kex measured for motions in this chemically
modified enzyme. This koff value is also similar to that
obtained for WT enzyme. In contrast, the data for H48C are
at the upper limit for accurate measurements. The minimal
line broadening at intermediate 30-CMP titration points indi-
cates fast dissociation. The uncertainty in fitted koff for H48C
is high, koff¼ 10,5005 2700 s–1 and we estimate that koff in
the H48C mutant is at least 6000 s–1 and thus ligand dissoci-
ates much faster from this enzyme than WT or H48C-MI,
which have similar koff values.



FIGURE 4 Binding of 30-CMP to RNase A. (Top) H48C-4MI (bottom)

H48C. 1H,15N chemical shift changes for four residues are plotted versus

the concentration of 30-CMP at pH¼ 7.0, 298 K. All data are fit with a single

global one-site binding model.

FIGURE 5 Kinetics of product, 30-CMP interactions with RNase A. In a,

global lineshape fitting to C40 and K41 in H48C-4MI. Panel (b) shows line-

shape results for the same residues in H48C. All lineshape experiments

were performed on protonated enzyme.
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H48C-4MI is catalytically active

The kcat/KM values for WT RNase A with a fluorescent
substrate (28) (6-carboxyfluorescein~dArU(dA)2~6-carbox-
ytetramethylrhodamine) indicate that its cleavage is limited
by the rate of enzyme encounter with substrate. For WT, at
0.1 M NaCl and pH ¼ 7.0 kcat/KM for this substrate is 3.6 �
107 M–1 s–1 (59). We investigated the effect of solution pH
on kcat/KM for WT and H48C-4MI (Fig. 6). Fitting Eq. 1. to
the data gave –log of the acidic (pKa) and basic (pKb)
equilibrium values of 4.1 5 0.1 (4.7 5 0.1) and 6.8 5
0.1 (6.6 5 0.1) for WT (H48C-4MI), respectively. The
WT pK values obtained here are consistent with prior
work on this enzyme (21). The instability of the substrate
at acidic conditions precludes measurements at lower pH
values. Thus, the pKa value determined from the fits are
highly dependent on the data point at pH ¼ 4.3. Therefore,
we estimate the uncertainty in the pKa is slightly higher than
the fitted error of 0.1 pH units. These data show similar
catalytic activities over a similar pH range for WT and
H48C-4MI.
FIGURE 6 Catalytic activity in RNase A. pH dependence of kcat/KM for

WT (diamonds) and H48C-4MI (squares) are shown. Equation 1 was fit to

the data to determine pK values. Error bars are derived from multiple

measurements.
CONCLUSIONS

Enzyme motions are essential for their function. Under-
standing how the structure and flexibility of the protein
shapes the energy landscape over the course of the catalytic
cycle is crucial for drug and protein design as well as protein
engineering efforts. The complexity of this problem neces-
sitates that multiple and unique experimental methods be
used. In this work, we introduce an unnatural amino acid
at a single site in uniformly 15N-labeled RNase A and subse-
quently characterize the effects of this amino acid substitu-
tion on protein motions, function, and structure.

The similarity between the 1H-15N HSQC spectra for WT,
H48C-4MI, and H48C indicate that the structure of RNase
A is not significantly altered by modification at position
48. Thus, the native fold of RNase A is robust and tolerant
to single-site perturbations. This conclusion is further sup-
ported by the similarity in computationally optimized
models of WT, H48C, and H48C-4MI (Fig. 1 a). In addition,
almost all NMR resonances in H48C-4MI are positioned
Biophysical Journal 101(2) 411–420
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closer to the WT peak than the corresponding resonance in
H48C suggesting that the 4-MI modification shifts the
average solution structure to more closely resemble that of
WT enzyme than does the H48C variant.

Perhaps the most interesting feature of the H48C-4MI
RNase A is the similarity in pH range in which ms motions
are present compared toWT. The cysteinyl methylimidazole
group must be able to satisfy the main requirement that H48
does for facilitation of motion for residues in loop 1, b1, and
b4. In addition, this chemical modification does not alter
distant flexible regions of RNase A that have been shown
to be uncoupled from residue 48. Thus, the 4-MI residue
does not introduce nonnatural motions elsewhere in the
enzyme. The kinetics of motion in H48C-4MI are the
same, at pH¼ 7.0, as those in WTat pH¼ 6.4 and pH¼ 7.0.
In addition, these motions occur at similar sites in the two
enzymes suggesting similar motional mechanisms. More-
over, the onset of millisecond motions requires the covalent
linkage to the imidazole moiety because the H48G mutant in
the presence of >50 mM imidazole shows no conforma-
tional exchange motions (Fig. S10), indicating that ms
motions cannot be rescued by addition of endogenous
imidazole.

The amplitude of the relaxation dispersion curves, Rex ¼
papbDu

2/kex, reflects both contributions from the equilib-
rium populations and chemical shift differences due to the
conformational motions, which in the fast conformational
exchange limit cannot be resolved into individual terms.
Nonetheless, the ratio of WT and H48C-4MI dispersion
curve amplitudes is the same for V43 and C84 and is equal
to 0.56 5 0.30 and 0.51 5 0.16, respectively. Yet for N71
there is no effect with RWT

ex =RH48C�4MI
ex ¼ 0.95 5 0.11. The

unnatural amino acid at position 48 likely affects the popu-
lations of the two conformations and not Du because the HN
of V43 and C84 are far from residue 48, 15.3 Å, and 9.0 Å,
respectively. In addition, the isotropic chemical shifts of
V43 and C84 are very close to their WT positions. Therefore
effects, if any, on Du should be rather small for these two
residues. Thus, the identical increase in Rex for V43 and
C84 suggests that it is the equilibrium populations (papb)
that are primarily affected. This change in populations
reflects about a 2 kcal/mol change in the relative differences
in energy levels between the two conformations. However,
the similar kex for WT and H48C-4MI suggests the barrier
height between the two conformations remains the same.
This conclusion will require further testing for validation.

The function of H48C-4MI is not dramatically altered
relative to WT RNase A. The methylimidazole group of
H48C-4MI fully restores WT binding affinity of the product
analog 30-CMP. This suggests that the H-bonding interac-
tions made by the imidazole side chain are functionally
important for ligand binding and these interactions are not
satisfied by the thiol of cysteine but are sufficiently reestab-
lished by 4-MI modification. Moreover, the pH rate data
indicate that 4-methylimidazole at position 48 does not alter
Biophysical Journal 101(2) 411–420
the ionization constants of the active site residues to an
extent that it alters the catalytic activity of RNase A or
its substrate association rate. The model for Michaelis
complex formation in RNase A involves a diffusion-limited
encounter complex followed by rearrangement to form the
RNase A/substrate complex (21). Incorporation of an unnat-
ural amino acid in RNase A does not alter this aspect of the
RNase A energy landscape. This may turn out to be a clini-
cally useful property of RNase A in which its cancer-killing
ability requires catalytic activity but also the ability to evade
Ribonuclease inhibitor (RI) (60). If binding to RI relies in
part on the ms motions in RNase A, incorporation of unnat-
ural amino acids may promote lower affinity interactions
with RI and yet maintain high levels of catalytic activity.

In conclusion, we have exploited the versatility afforded
by insertion of an unnatural amino acid into RNase A by
chemical modification of a unique cysteine residue. The
enzyme containing thia-methylimidazole at residue 48
possesses motions in similar regions, on similar timescales,
and over a similar pH range as WT enzyme. These motions
are selectively incorporated into one region of the enzyme
without affecting existing motions in a separate region.
These results demonstrate that conformational exchange
motions may be amenable to rational engineering provided
that details of motions in the WT enzyme are known in
advance, such that the appropriate modification can be intro-
duced. Furthermore, these studies indicate that chemical
modification can be a route to introduce subtle alterations
at amino acid sites for the study of protein motions. This
should pave the way for in-depth study of the chemical
and physical properties of dynamically important residues.
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